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Jolliff B. L.  Alkalai L.  Pieters C. M.  Head J. W. III  Papanastassiou D. A.  Bierhaus E. B.
Sampling the South Pole-Aitken Basin: Objectives and Site Selection Criteria [#2450]
Science objectives for South Pole-Aitken Basin sample return drive site selection strategies. Key criteria include obtaining a large number of melt rocks for age dating and maximizing diversity, including depth variations and volcanic materials.

Cohen B. A.  Coker R. F.
Pulling Marbles from a Bag: Deducing the Regional Impact History of the SPA Basin from Impact-Melt Rocks [#2475]
So much depends upon/impact-melt rocks/gleaned from a scoop sample/inside the SPA basin.

Science-rich Mission Sites Within South Pole-Aitken Basin, Part 1: Antoniadi Crater [#2467]
We suggest that Antoniadi Crater is an ideal location to achieve the concepts and goals outlined in the 2007 NRC report, Scientific Context for Exploration of the Moon. We outline the achievable goals at three potential landing sites within Antoniadi Crater.

Science-rich Mission Sites Within South Pole-Aitken Basin, Part 2: Von Kármán Crater [#1857]
We have identified Von Kármán Crater, within the South Pole-Aitken Basin, as a target for future manned lunar exploration. The potential for in situ scientific studies was evaluated for three specific landing sites in the crater.

Lunar Farside Volcanism: Potential Sampling Localities Within South Pole-Aitken Basin [#2512]
The National Research Council outlined specific goals for the future of lunar exploration in a 2007 report. A number of localities within South Pole-Aitken Basin are presented where we can begin to address many of the goals pertaining to volcanism.

Korteniemi J.  Eldridge D. L.  Singer K.  Lough T.  Werblin L.  Kring D.
Volcanic Landing Sites on the Moon: The Compact and Diverse Harbinger Region [#1339]
We map out potential landing sites on the Harbinger region (25.71°N, 44.47°W) for future missions. Most open lunar science questions can be addressed there, particularly ones concerning volcanism, internal activity, dating and impact processes.

Formulation, Modeling and Analysis of a Mission to the Moon’s Schrodinger Crater [#1473]
We formulate ~90 day lunar mission, Shackleton to Schrodinger Crater and back, covering ~1100 km achieving ~80% targeted science value. When value of enhancing science activities is added, mission science rises to nearly twice the targeted value.

Mission Options to Explore the Flux and Evolution of Lunar Volcanism Through Space and Time [#2537]
We outline criteria to determine mission options and identify four example lunar landing sites that explore the flux and evolution of lunar volcanism with the goal of understanding the thermal and chemical development of the Moon.
NASA's Constellation Program identified 50 sites for detailed imaging by LRO that represent a wide range of features of interest for human/scientific exploration. The Compton-Belkovich “thorium anomaly” site is shown as an example of science context.

This paper presents three dimensional analysis over a volcanic tube in Oceanus Procellarum using high resolution Chandrayaan-1 TMC data for the identification potential site for human settlement.

Three sites are chosen based on the lunar exploration achievements and problems, and are analyzed using LIDAR and CCD data of Chang’E-1 satellite as well as Clementine UV-VIS data.

We will describe how to design an optimized seismic network for future lunar missions. We designed the positions of new seismic stations to satisfy principal scientific objectives. In this presentation, some examples of the network will be indicated.

The Apollo Lunar Laser Reflectors after forty years are limiting the range accuracy. The science objectives, the design, the thermal and optical simulation and field testing of the new retroreflector array for lunar ranging will be presented.

We have been developing two innovative heat-flow probe systems: percussive and pneumatic-proboscis. Each system consists of two parts: (1) a method of reaching 3 m depth in lunar regolith, and (2) a method of deploying thermal sensors.

An instrument is presented with a triple system to work as a robotic geologist on remote planetary surfaces. MICA is a miniature instrument that employs X-ray scattering and visual imaging to determine nondestructively the mineralogy of a rock sample in situ.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and colleagues have been developing a miniaturized SEM with chemical analysis capability (EDS). Our interest is to understand the limiting instrument capabilities and appropriate science.

Materials were collected from Black Point Lava Flow (BPLF) in Arizona and analyzed with LIBS in the laboratory to evaluate this technique for future use on the K10 lunar rover. These results were compared to bulk analyses carried out in previous studies.

We examine the inherent capability of three large-area acoustic sensor systems and their applicability for micrometeoroids and lunar secondary ejecta detection and characterization for future lunar exploration activities.

We describe several secondary planetary mission concepts that could be accommodated by an LCROSS-based ESPA spacecraft.

The LUNAR MISSION BW1 is an academic small lunar orbiting satellite of the Universitaet Stuttgart, Germany. As part of a collaborative agreement between Baylor University and the Universitaet Stuttgart, an instrument contribution is under consideration.

This paper presents the progress of the development of a Lunar Astronaut Spatial Orientation and Information System (LASOIS) to continuously provide spatial orientation and navigation information to astronauts for reducing spatial disorientation.

A scientific benefit of returning humans to the Moon is the increased opportunity for serendipitous discoveries. Here we identify design requirements for a pressurized rover which will increase the probability of making such discoveries.

The purpose of our researches is the practical realization of lunar work in view of Moon environment as well as utilization of our innovations and technologies in robot designing.

Soaring toward the Moon, robotic landers will seed cloudbursts of knowledge.
ARTEMIS, A Two Spacecraft, Planetary and Heliospheric Lunar Mission  [1425]
ARTEMIS is re-targeting two of NASA's five THEMIS satellites into coordinated, lunar equatorial orbits. It will make the first systematic, two-point observations of the lunar space and planetary environment starting in April 2011.

OpenLuna: An “Open Source”, Privately Funded Return to the Moon Mission  [2721]
The OpenLuna Foundation seeks to return mankind to the lunar surface through private enterprise, using open-source strategies. We will launch a stepped series of robotic and limited manned missions leading to outpost construction. Your Moon, your mission. Get involved.

Lunar Dust Monitor for the Orbiter of the next Japanese Lunar Mission SELENE2  [1964]
A dust particle detector is proposed to be onboard the orbiter of SELENE-2 mission. We summarize the significance of circumlunar dust and report an overview of our instrument proposed to accompany the SELENE-2 mission.

Lunar Dust Transport Package  [2538]
We present the Lunar Dust Transport Package, a proposed instrument suite to investigate dusty plasma processes on the lunar surface, including spatial and size distributions of levitated/transported dust grains, and surface plasma characterization.

The LADEE Mission: The Next Step After the Discovery of Water on the Moon  [2459]
We discuss how the LADEE mission will contribute to our knowledge of the origin and evolution of lunar volatiles.